Tests of spool models for DNA packaging in phage lambda.
Experiments are reported which bear on two spool models proposed for packaging the DNA of phage lambda. Both spool models fill an assumed spherical cavity with DNA wrapped in cylindrical or quasi-cylindrical layers composed of adjacent circular turns. In the curved-spool model, a single continuous segment of DNA, about 20% of the DNA length and probably located near the left end of the DNA, is in contact with the coat protein of the phage capsid. In the straight spool model, there are several DNA segments in contact with the capsid; they are concentrated in one half (probably the left half) of lambda DNA. We have identified the loci on the DNA which are in contact with the capsid by chemical crosslinking, induced by ultraviolet-irradiation of phage containing 5-bromodeoxyuridine in place of thymine. In an electron microscope experiment, phage are first lysed with EDTA, and then spread in a cytochrome c film by the formamide method. The disrupted capsid, which has the appearance of a phage ghost, serves as a marker showing where the DNA is crosslinked to the coat. The left end of the DNA is not distinguished from the right end, and so the map of DNA-capsid contacts is folded over on itself. Contacts are found nearly randomly over the entire map. In a second experiment, DNA from lysed, crosslinked phage is cut either with EcoRI or HindIII restriction endonucleases and the cut restriction fragments are labeled at their ends with 32P. Density centrifugation in a CsCl gradient separates free DNA from restriction fragments crosslinked to protein. After digestion with proteinase k, the DNA fragments previously crosslinked to protein are identified by size after agarose gel electrophoresis. DNA fragments from all parts of the genome are found. These two experiments show that, if the DNA of each phage is packaged identically, then the curved-spool model is ruled out and the straight spool model is unlikely. Alternatively, the manner of packaging the DNA may vary from one phage to the next. These results agree with other recent experiments on lambda DNA packaging by Hall & Schellman (1982a,b), and by Haas et al. (1982). A different experiment is also reported. The psoralen derivative aminomethyltrioxalen (AMT) is allowed to intercalate into lambda phage and then the DNA strands are crosslinked by ultraviolet-irradiation after the rapid phase of AMT intercalation is complete. The DNA is subsequently denatured by glyoxal modification and spread for electron microscopy in a cytochrome c film by the formamide method.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)